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B
uilding heat from an unventilated steep-slope roof system can cause bottom melting of snow on that roof’s surface. This often creates icicles, ice dams, leaks and structural damage at cold eaves. A prior study of attics showed that,
to minimize such problems, attic ventilation systems should
be sized to keep the underside of the roof below freezing
when it is 22°F (-5.6°C) outside. When it is colder than
that, it is easier to ventilate with outside air, and when it is
warmer than 22°F (-5.6°C), meltwater seldom refreezes at
eaves. In this paper, mathematical expressions for sizing
airways of cathedral ceilings of various slopes, lengths and
insulating abilities are presented. Coldroom tests of
16-foot- (4.9-m-) long airways, some undersized and some
oversized, show that the mathematics produces airways that
do indeed perform as expected. In some of these tests, airways were blocked by expanding fibrous glass insulation.
Air barriers and rigid insulation boards are shown to offer
solutions to this problem. Design guidelines in the form of
graphs make the task of sizing cathedral ceiling airways, as
well as their inlet and exhaust openings, quick and easy.
KEYWORDS
Air Barriers, Airways, Cathedral Ceilings, Ice Dams, Icings,
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INTRODUCTION
When building heat melts the bottom of snow on a sloping
roof in cold weather, the meltwater runs downslope to the
cold eaves, where icings and ice dams are created (Figure
1). Adding insulation to the roof reduces the amount of
heat available to melt snow, but even well-insulated roofs
can suffer icing problems because snow is a good insulator.
For example, a 70°F (21°C) building with an R30 roof that
is covered with 12 inches (305 mm) of snow, which has an
R value of 1 ft2hoF/Btu per inch (6.9 mK/W) (i.e., a total
R-value of 12 ft2h oF/Btu [2.1 m2K/W]), will experience
melting at the base of the snow pack when the outside temperature is 17°F (-8°C) or higher. Only when the outside
temperature is lower than 17°F (-8°C) will the base of the
snow on that roof be below freezing. With more snow on
the roof, the likelihood off creating icicles and ice dams
increases. Thus, insulation alone, while playing an important role in reducing icings, has limitations.

Figure 1. Severe icings along the eaves of a poorly ventilated roof.

By allowing cold outside air to bathe the underside of a
roof deck, a significant portion of the heat that would melt
snow can be removed, thereby eliminating most icing problems. When it is extremely cold outside, that cold air, when
used for ventilation, can easily remove lots of heat. As it
gets warmer and warmer outside, it takes more and more
outside air to do the job. In addition, the stack effect (i.e.,
chimney draft), which causes that air to move up the
underside of the roof deck, is diminished. Winds can also
promote ventilation, but because they may not blow during
critical periods, they generally are not considered in the
design of roof ventilation systems.
Prior CRREL studies of sloped roofs have shown that it is
hardest to ventilate with outside air when it is 22 o F
(-5.6°C) outside [1, 2]. When it is colder than that, it is easier to ventilate with outside air and when it is warmer than
22°F (-5.6°C), meltwater seldom refreezes at eaves. These
studies conclude that the design of ventilation systems
(natural or mechanical) for minimizing icings at eaves
should be based on an outside temperature of 22°F
(-5.6°C).
In these prior studies, guidelines were established for sizing ventilation systems for sloped roofs having attics. For
such ventilation systems, all the resistance to airflow in the
ventilation system is at the inlets and outlets. The big open
attic spaces are assumed to offer no resistance. These
guidelines have been used with success to solve chronic
icing problems on numerous buildings. They define the
size of inlets and outlets needed to achieve the desired
result. (i.e., enough ventilation to keep the attic below
freezing when it is 22°F [-5.6°C] or less outside).
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ability of snow, does not allow much heat to be lost up
through the snow on the roof. Calculations suggest that
between 10 percent and 25 percent of the heat added by
typical buildings is removed up through the snow. We have
made the conservative assumption that no heat is lost up
through the snow. In this case qr = q a. Equating them and
substituting qa in equation 2 for qr in equation 5 gives:
Q = 0.08521L(tr - 27)/R
(tr + 2.8)/R]

[In SI units, Q = 0.000137 L
(eq. 6)

It is convenient to first calculate the inlet areas needed if
this were an attic not a cathedral ceiling. For an attic where
all the resistance to airflow is assumed to be at the inlets
and outlets, the airflow rate (Q), is related to the net free
area of inlets (or outlets, which should be about the same
area) as follows:
Q = 60(0.65)(A i att ic / 1 4 4 ) [ ( 6 4 . 4 ) (Dh / 2 ) ( t a - t o ) /
(ta +460)]0.5 [C25E37]
(eq. 7)
where
Q
Ai attic
Dh
Dh

= attic air flow rate, ft3/min. per running foot
of eaves.
= net free open area at eaves, in. 2/running
foot of eaves.
= elevation difference between eaves and
ridge, ft.
= L sin f where f is the roof slope, degrees.

[In SI units, Q = 0.00204[L sin f(ta - t o)/(ta + 273)] 0.5 with
Q in m3/s per running meter of eaves; Ai attic in mm2 per
running millimeter of eaves and Dh in meters]

way as a portion of every running foot of eaves available. In
other words, the portion of every running foot taken up by
the rafters must be considered. Thus,
va = 12Qw/hawa

where
va = average velocity of air flowing up the airway,
ft./min.
w = rafter spacing, in.
wa = airway width, in.
[In SI units, va = 1000 Qw/hawa with va in m/s and w, wa
and ha in mm]
By selecting several candidate values for ha (all greater
than the inadequate value discussed above), equation 10
can be used to determine the velocity of air in each candidate airway. The frictional head losses in each candidate
airway can then be determined as follows:
hf = 0.000276 L va2/Red [C2E27]
(eq. 11)
where
hf = airway head loss, feet of air
Re = Reynolds Number, dimensionless (must be less
than 2000 for this laminar-flow equation to
apply)
d = hydraulic diameter, feet
[In SI units, h f = 3265Lva2/Red with h f in m of air and d in
mm]
Since R e = 60v ad/n, where n is the kinematic viscosity of
the airway air and n = 0.5052 ft 2/h for the 22°F to 32°F airway air,

When t a = 27°F (-2.8°C) and to = 22°F (-5.6°C) this reduces
to:
Q = 0.1557 A i attic (L sin f)0.5
Ai attic (L sin f)0.5]

and
[In SI units, Q = 0.000208
(eq. 8)

Equating equations 6 and 8 and solving for Ai attic , when
tr = 70°F(21°C) gives:
Ai attic = 23.51(L/sin f)0.5/R
(L/sin f)0.5/R]

[In SI units, Ai attic =15.67
(eq. 9)

Because a cathedral ceiling airway creates additional
head losses, its inlet, exhaust and cross-sectional areas each
must exceed Ai attic , which only applies to attics. Thus, the
height of the airway, ha , in inches, must exceed 0.083
Ai atticw/wa, where wa is the width of the airway in inches
and w is the center-to-center rafter spacing in inches as
shown in Figure 3. [In SI units, ha, in mm, must exceed
Ai attic w/wa where Ai attic is in mm 2/mm and w and wa are in
mm]. By calculating this value, which ha must exceed, the
designer begins to appreciate the size of the airway needed
for a cathedral ceiling.
The velocity of flow up an airway needed to produce the
required cooling is the flow rate Q obtained using equation 6 divided by the cross-sectional area of the airway.
Because these calculations are being made per running
foot of eaves, it is necessary to express the width of the air-

(eq. 10)

Re = 118.76 vad

[In SI units, Re = 76.68vad]

d = 0.1467hawa/(ha + wa) where h a, wa, and w are in
inches and d is in feet. Note that we have multiplied the value of d in the ASHRAE 1997
Fundamentals [C32E24] by 0.88 according to
recommendations in Viscous Fluid Flow by F.M.
White for “skinny” rectangular ducts [5].
[In SI units, d = 1.76hawa/(ha + wa) with all units in mm]
The total head available because of the stack effect produced by the warmer air in the airway is:
ht = Dh (ro - rx)/(ro + rx)

[C25E28]

(eq. 12)

where
ht = total head available from stack effect (i.e.,
chimney draft), feet of air
Dh= elevation difference between the inlets at the
eaves and the outlets at the ridge, (i.e., L sin
f), ft.
ro = density of air entering the airway, 0.08239
lbm/ft3 @ 22°F
rx = density of air exiting the airway, 0.08072 lb m/ft3
@ 32°F
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each providing 9.2 square inches of net free openings per
running foot (19.5 mm2/running mm). Some tests were
run with one strip covered with tape, and others were run
with both strips open. Figure 16 shows one strip open and
the other covered with tape except at its upper end, so its
presence can be detected in the photograph. Figure 17
shows the exhaust structure mounted at the top of an airway that is being tested at a slope of 44 degrees. One of
those strips is covered with tape.

Figure 16. Intake and exhaust structures before being installed on the test
roof.

Figure 17. Exhaust structure mounted on airways being tested at a slope
of 44 degrees.

When 1⁄2-inch- (13-mm-) high airways were subjected to
large heat flows to simulate an R13 (2.3 m2K/W) roof, the
exit temperatures were 39°F (3.9°C) for the smallest inlet
openings and just a bit above 32°F (0°C) when these openings were doubled in size. In other words, while larger inlet
and outlets improved flow, the improvement was not
enough to make these airways perform adequately. With
no inlet or exhaust constrictions, this airway had an exit
temperature just below 32°F (0°C), and it just met the
design goal. These differences in performance show the
importance of appropriately sized inlets and exhausts.
For this airway, our calculation procedure indicates that
even the unconstricted airway should have failed to meet
the design requirement. Our calculations tell us that this
airway needs to be about 20 percent higher when it has
inlets providing a net free opening of about 20 square

inches per running foot (42 mm2/mm). Said in another,
more positive, way, these three tests indicate that our
design method is less than 1⁄4 inch (6 mm) too high in its
prediction of required airway depth.
Other tests were run with these inlets and outlets in
place for 1-inch- (25-mm-) high airways over a somewhat
better insulated (R19 [3.3 m 2K/W]) roof. The exit temperature for all these tests remained unchanged at 31°F
(-6°C). Our calculation procedure indicates that, with the
smallest inlets and exhausts in place, this airway should
have just failed. Instead, it just passed. Our calculation procedure calls for an airway about 25 percent higher.
The inlet and exhaust tests suggest that our calculations
call for slightly higher airways than are necessary.
Considering some of the assumptions made in our design
procedure (e.g., no heat is lost up through the snow on the
roof), we think that this finding is reasonable. However,
since comprehensive tests of inlets and exhausts were not
conducted, we do not consider it appropriate to assume
that our design always calls for slightly higher airways than
are needed.
SUMMARY OF TEST FINDINGS
Of the 42 16-foot- (4.9-m-) long airway configurations tested, 25 were inadequate and 17 were able to provide
enough ventilation to keep the airway from warming to
32°F (0°C), according to our exit temperature pass-fail criterion. As shown in Table 1, all but three test findings
match the mathematical results obtained with our equations. The three tests that passed, but were expected to fail
according to the mathematics, attest to the limitations of
our assumption that no heat is being lost up through the
snow on the roof. In these three tests, the roof was not well
insulated (R16 [2.8 m2K/W]), and thus, these airways had
to remove a lot of building heat. Heat losses up through
the “snow” insulation on them helped remove enough heat
to allow these airways to perform successfully.
Using our pass-fail criterion, the equations accurately
predicted the performance of almost all airways. Because
all tests were for airways only 16 feet (4.9 m) long, we do
not have test results to verify the mathematics for longer
airways. We expect that the mathematics also works well for
longer roofs but these tests do not answer that question.
Our pass-fail criterion can be questioned for nine of the
42 test airways (see Table 1) because we failed airways that
never warmed above 32°F (0°C). There was a reverse stack
effect in portions of these airways. The mathematics presented in this paper does not describe this mechanism of
cooling. Additional studies are needed to better understand such airways.
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Airway Height (in. [mm])

R-value of roof
ft2hoF/Btu (m 2·K/W)

2 in. (51 mm) but mostly blocked by fibrous
glass insulation (see Figure 10).

13 (2.3)

19 (3.3)

36 (6.3)
2 in. (51mm) but closer to 1 in. (25 mm) due
to bowing of air barrier (see Figure 11).

13 (2.3)

19 (3.3)

36 (6.3)
⁄4 in. (19 mm) but closer to ⁄2 in. (13 mm)

3

1

due to bowing of air barrier (see Figure 13).

24 (4.2)

⁄2 in. (13 mm) with flat bottom (see Figure 14).

1

16 (2.8)

24 (4.2)
45 (7.9)

1 in. (25 mm) with flat bottom
16 (2.8)

24 (4.2)

45 (7.9)
2 in. (51 mm) with flat bottom
24 (4.2)

Slope
(degrees)

Test

Math
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Agreement

15

*F

F

YES

30

F

F

YES

44

F

F

YES

15

F

F

YES

30

F

F

YES

44

F

F

YES

15

F

F

YES

30

F

F

YES

44

F (?)

F

YES (?)

15

F (?)

F

YES (?)

30

JUST F

F

YES

44

JUST PASS

JUST PASS

YES

15

F (?)

F

YES (?)

30

PASS

JUST PASS

YES

44

PASS

PASS

YES

15

JUST PASS

JUST PASS

YES

30

PASS

PASS

YES

44

PASS

PASS

YES

15

F (?)

F

YES (?)

30

F

F

YES

44

F (?)

F

YES (?)

15

F (?)

F

YES (?)

30

F

F

YES

44

F

F

YES

15

F

F

YES

30

F

F

YES

44

F

F

YES

15

F(?)

F

YES (?)

30

F (?)

F

YES (?)

44

F (?)

F

YES (?)

15

PASS

F

NO, See Note 1

30

PASS

F

NO, See Note 1

44

PASS

F

NO, See Note 1

15

F

F

YES

30

JUST PASS

JUST PASS

YES

44

JUST PASS

PASS

YES

15

PASS

JUST PASS

YES

30

PASS

PASS

YES

44

PASS

PASS

YES

15

PASS

PASS

YES

30

PASS

PASS

YES

44

PASS

PASS

YES

Note 1: Since this roof did not contain much insulation, the airway had to remove lots of heat from the building. The math does not consider heat losses up through the
“snow” above the airway. In these tests enough heat was being lost that way to allow the airway to pass the test, even though it failed the math.
*F = Failed to provide adequate cooling.
F(?) = Failed according to our way of establishing the “exit temperature” but temperatures within this airway never exceeded 32°F (0°C).
YES (?) = Using our method of analysis there is agreement but considering measured temperatures only, there is disagreement.

Table 1. Summary of test findings and comparison with mathematical results.
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